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The quality of
coatings on metal
profile sheets has
improved
significantly in
recent years.
Nevertheless, the
problems of
delamination and
deterioration of
the coating present
a risk to the
integrity of a roof
structure and its
performance.
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“Steel profiled roofing can last a considerable
amount of time, providing the original 
factory-applied coating is correctly
maintained and recoated as it reaches its
normal expected recoating schedule.”
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“Replacing these
roofs with a better
performing, safer
and more
structurally sound
solution is not only
necessary from a
practical point of
view; the fight
against the global
climate crisis has
reached a critical
point.”
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“Contractors and architects alike are still

finding it hard to chart a course through the

government’s somewhat piecemeal approach

to cladding safety and regulation.” 
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“Given the sheer
volume of remedial
work required, does
the roofing and
cladding sector have
the capacity to satisfy
this need? Do we have
agreement within the
industry about what
a safe replacement
looks like?”
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“Developing new standards,
regulations and testing
methods to ensure products
and solutions align to the
worst-case scenarios of
climate models is essential.”
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“The only logical approach
is to determine how often
it would be acceptable for
the building to flood and
then to use that value.
Too short and the
occupiers will be
disadvantaged; too long
and the system will be
uneconomic.”
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“The more complex the building, the more

specific the requirements in terms of fire safety

and performance. Applying general principles

to buildings where specific provisions are

required risks compromising fire safety.”

“When designing
building elements for
fire safety, it’s
important to
distinguish between
the fire performance
of individual
components.”
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“It is not always the
largest or most
striking roofline or
project that wins a
SPRA award. It is
more often the
narrative that goes
behind the project
that has the greatest
influence.”
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“The smartest
solution for busy

roofing
professionals is
about choosing

days out that can
be crammed with
as much value as

possible.”
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“The concept of
rooflights being
able to quantifiably
contribute to
BREEAM ratings is
a major innovation
for the market.”
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“Rooflights release the
occupants and
operators of a
building from
complete reliance on
artificial light, and
enable them to reap
the benefits of
natural light.”
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“As well as LUX,

commonly

overlooked factors

such as solar heat

gain and diffusion

are embedded into

rooflighting.”
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“Put simply, Ikon

rooflights are the

very best resellers

can get, at a price

that can’t be beaten.”
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“Clay tile producers
are now
challenging the
dominance of the
concrete
manufacturers.”
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“It is important to
lay the underlay
with a drape to
direct water away
from the batten
nail holes and to
provide troughs
for the water to
run towards the
gutters.”

 








 





























 








“Underlay

manufacturers must

test their underlay

and then classify

each type, with the

geographic location

and wind zone in the

form of a table on the

packaging.”

“BS 5534 provides a

zonal classification

system for underlays;

this sets minimum

wind uplift load

resistance

requirements, based

on five UK wind

zones.”
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“Consideration of the

interactions by the energy

transfer processes of

conduction, convection

and radiation are key to

maximising the U-value

performance of any

structure.”
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Cembrit B5 Delivers Traditional Look for New Homes 
Cembrit B5 has been used
as the roofing material on a
recently completed barn
conversion project in the
Hampshire countryside.
Located in the beautiful
village of Itchen Abbas near
Winchester, the project has
seen the transformation of a
traditional, single-storey
stable building into two
beautiful new homes built
for 21st century living.
Designed by Cover Storey Architects of Havant, the building work was carried out by
Hampshire-based contractor, Ascia Construction and the roofing by G+M Services from
Gosport. Contracts Manager, Andy Small, comments: “This was a great project to be
involved in. There were lots of complex technical issues, such as keeping the original
roof trusses in place while we carried out the work, which meant that nothing was
particularly straightforward. That said, when we found B5 from Cembrit and chose it as
the roof covering it was a very smooth process from design through to installation.”
Incorporating the latest technological advances, B5 offers a metric corrugation profile
that is a more modern look than the traditional 3-inch profile and can be used to a lower
pitch and with smaller overlaps. Watch a video of the project at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=pftISTjByDo&feature=youtube. Visit www.cembrit.co.uk,
email sales@cembrit.co.uk or tel. 0208 320 1184.

Marley Alutec Provides Bespoke Solution
When a private home in
Guildford required a
total eaves system in
line with the architect’s
vision, Marley Alutec
was specified to create
a bespoke hidden fixing
solution. Working
closely with RC Grant &
Sons Ltd and the
architect Studio Bam,
the eaves system fits
perfectly onto the
building framework
while being totally weathertight. Adam Farrell said, “I was really impressed with the
design solutions the team at Marley Alutec provided. They showed a clear
understanding of the requirements in the project’s very early stages, and offered two
options for the main contractor and architect to choose from.” Subsequently, one of the
designs was chosen by Tom Borowiecki, Director at Studio BAM! architects. Tom
explains: “We specified an integral Evoke soffit, fascia and coping system, bonded to
4mm thick bonding plates fixed to the building structure. This allowed the system to sit
flush against the property without any visible mechanical fixings.” The Evoke fascia,
soffit and coping systems are made from composite aluminium, which has the benefit
of being near zero maintenance as aluminium naturally generates an oxide coating,
preventing corrosion. For more information, visit www.marleyalutec.co.uk. 

Don’t Let Rainwater Products Rain on Your Parade
With the autumn weather just
around the corner, Freefoam
Building Products would like to
take the opportunity to help
roofers make the right gutter
choice. It’s often the little things
that make or break a reputation.
You can do a brilliant job on Mrs
Smith’s roof but fitting gutters that
discolour, constantly drip, or leak
so that water runs down the
brickwork, or creak during the
night keeping everyone awake,
can transform a good job into a
bad one in the eyes of the
homeowner. Associated products
to your roofing job are not
uppermost in your mind when selling or installing. If you don’t normally fit gutters you
might assume that rainwater is a commodity and that one brand is very much like
another. That can be a costly mistake. Freefoam have designed a fit and forget
rainwater range that keeps your customer’s home free from leaks and creaks and your
reputations secure. A 50-year lifetime guarantee is available on all registered white
Freeflow installations, while a 10-year guarantee is available on colours. Customers
who don’t use the online registration system to obtain a certificate still qualify for the
standard 20-year guarantee on all white products. Visit www.myfreefoam.com.

Building Innovation Enjoys a Beach View
A new watertight roof using
Building Innovation’s Inno-Fix
insulation has been installed on a
clubhouse at Coopers Beach
Holiday Park. Situated at Mersea
Island, Coopers Beach Holiday Park
offers easy access to the beach,
views of Blackwater Estuary, and is
full of family entertainment. To keep
up with the growing interest from
British travellers wanting to holiday
at home, UK holiday park
operators, Parkdean Resorts, has
increased its onsite amenities with
the extension of ‘The Boathouse’ bar and restaurant. Architects, Leisure Concepts,
looked to ensure continuity of design with the existing structure by replicating the look
of a traditional standing seam metal roof. Additional requirements were that the new
roof should be light enough for the building’s timber frame whilst also able to combat
wind uplift pressure. To accomplish this, a Sika-Trocal system has been installed. It
comprises Sika’s vapour control layer, Building Innovation’s Inno-Fix insulation, and the
Sika-Trocal Type S waterproof sheet – creating a lightweight, low maintenance roof.
Building Innovation specialises in designing and supplying insulation schemes for warm
flat roofs, terraces, landscaping, access ramps, and car parks. The firm’s unbiased
approach to insulation solutions embraces multiple insulation materials, including rigid
PIR boards, EPS, XPS, and mineral fibre. Visit www.building-innovation.co.uk.

Interlocking Roof Detail Gives Greater Result
To R&R Roofing in
Shropshire, it’s the fine
detail that makes the
difference to the overall
performance and aesthetics
of a project. As a result,
M.D. Billy Rogers chooses
Danelaw Interlocking Plain
Tile Dry Verge to finish
pitched roofs with Ashmore
interlocking plain tiles. Billy
Rogers explains: “You can’t
depend on the quality of
workmanship of other trades, but the interlocking plain tile dry verge means we have
control over the quality of our work. It has a wider maximum batten gauge than similar
products so gives us greater flexibility on site to address any variation in the brickwork
or board. It gives, in my mind, a better finish.” R&R Roofing now uses the
mechanically-fixed verge detailing as standard practice for compatible jobs, most
recently on a prestigious development of four-bedroomed detached homes for Hawk
Developments. As a matter of course the family-owned company also uses Danelaw
LR120 tile and slate roofing underlay where relevant, sourcing the membrane and
Danelaw dry verge system from Roofing & Salvage Depot. “It’s more cost-effective,”
says Billy. “It also means we have simplified stockholding in the yard- both the LR120
and the Dry Verge which we use on numerous sites.” Tel. 01327 701900, email
sales@hambleside-danelaw.co.uk or visit www.hambleside-danelaw.co.uk.

 



 

Enlightening Choice for New Church Roof
Sika-Trocal provided the
intricate profiling to enhance
the character of a new church
roof. The International
Presbyterian Church (IPC) site
occupies a small, Grade II-listed
chapel in Ealing west London.
To create architectural
uniformity across the church’s
roof at its peaks and valleys,
crisp points and lines were
introduced. This was achieved
using complex Sika-Trocal
detailing. Licensed contractors
Ithaca Roofing carried out the IPC roof installation. Its substrate comprised panels of
150mm thick CLT timber which sat within the steel frames and doubled-up as the
finished ceiling material. Lee Dunkling at Ithaca Roofing said: “In style and
performance Sika-Trocal SGK was the ideal product for the project, it showcased the
material perfectly.” Sika-Trocal sheets were lifted and glued into place with the laps
ending where the décor strip would be fitted to eliminate the appearance of unsightly
lines. This element of the project merited a ‘Highly Commended for Best Detailing’
accolade at this year’s SPRA Awards; a revered industry tribute to the product and the
contractor. Thanks in part to Sika-Trocal’s smart, adaptable detailing, the resulting
scheme maximised the flexibility and usefulness of the building whilst creating a
series of beautiful, uplifting spaces appropriate to the building’s chief function. 
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Brett Martin Introduces New Tranquil Green
Brett Martin Plumbing and
Drainage has launched a
new colour option to the
Cascade Cast Iron Style
Rainwater and Soil
Systems range, adding
Chartwell Green to the mix
of eight heritage colours,
allowing architects to
capitalise on this
increasingly popular and
harmonious colour on
windows and doors on both
new build and renovation
projects. Sought after for its tranquil aesthetic and historical appeal, Chartwell Green
will bring a touch of country charm to homes and is a welcomed addition to the
Cascade Cast Iron Style Rainwater and Soil System. Other heritage colours include
Classic Black, Anthracite Grey, Oxford Blue, Olive Green, Graphite Grey, Sandstone and
Porcelain White - all of which cater to the subtle nuances of local vernacular
architecture as well as reflecting the trend for priming and painting traditional systems.
“The popular Chartwell Green colour takes its name from the family home of Sir
Winston Churchill who chose this colour for his garden furniture,” said Paul Wadsworth,
Specification Manager of Brett Martin Plumbing and Drainage. “There is an increasing
demand for this classic and versatile green shade, and we are confident architects will
find it a strong addition to our range.” Visit www.brettmartin.com.

What’s Bugging You?
With the launch of Bond It’s
new 3 in 1 Wood Treatment
in to their Drive Alive Range
of products, you certainly
won’t be bothered by
woodworm or termites. A
ready to use, 3 in 1
microemulsion universal
wood preserver that kills
active woodworm and
termites, 3 in 1 Wood
Treatment protects against re-
infestation and wood rot. This
latest addition to the
company’s Drive Alive range of surface treatments, not only boasts zero volatile organic
compounds (VOC’s), but is water-based, non-flammable and quick drying. Based on a
combination of fungicide and insecticide formulations it effectively eradicates and
prevents attack by wood boring insects and wood rotting fungi. Supplied ready to use
in an eye catching 5 Litre metal tin, it is also certified to European and British Industry
standards. Marketing Manager, Kirstie Cooper, said: “Bond It continue to focus on
developing more products to compliment our existing range and we felt this was a good
fit with the treatments from our Drive Alive range currently on the market. We felt now,
during the summer months, was the perfect time to launch this new addition as
woodworm is most active between May and October. This is a fabulous DIY product for
anyone concerned about wood infestations!” Visit www.bond-it.co.uk.

Sarnafil HD Prove It’s Tough Enough
New Elgin primary school in
Moray, Scotland, has had a
Sarnafil HD system installed
to meet their need for a new
high-quality flat roof
refurbishment. With previous
roof re-coverings not up to
scratch, the school needed a
system to improve the
building’s thermal
performance, save energy
and improve robustness –
providing a solution tough
enough to mitigate damage caused by vandalism attacks experienced at the school. By
combining the thickest single ply membrane available – 2mm – and the most robust
insulation board – SarnaTherm HD – the Sarnafil HD system offered a resilient and
well-insulated solution. Moray Council specified Sarnafil HD for the 2500m2 roof after
having previously used Sika Sarnafil products for numerous other school and council
properties with great success. The main challenge of the refurbishment was installing
the roof during term time in an operational school. However, all required health and
safety measures were executed by principal contractor, Morrison Construction, ensuring
the safety of those working onsite as well as staff, pupils and visitors. Senior Technical
Advisor at Sika, John Love said: “This project is a prime example of the many benefits
of Sarnafil HD and we are thrilled with the final result in terms of durability and
longevity.” 

Safeguard’s Stormdry Dries out Seaside Tower Block
Residents of a 12-storey
tower block on the Essex
coast are now enjoying
damp-free conditions
and unspoilt interiors
after contractors
waterproofed their
building with Stormdry
Masonry Protection
Cream from Safeguard
Europe – the UK’s
leading specialist in damp-proofing and waterproofing technology. Within a few
months of Stormdry Masonry Protection Cream being applied, both the building
owners and the residents reported walls drying out and the damp patches receding.
They should also find that their properties become more energy efficient – bricks have
twice the thermal resistance when dry than when wet, making them insulate more
effectively. Penetrating damp had been an issue for those living in the 1950s block in
Frinton for some time as they suffered damp patches and spoilt décor on their weather-
facing interior walls, so the owners had called in Anglia Décor, an industrial and
commercial painting contractor based in Rayleigh. “We were very happy to see
Stormdry Masonry Protection Cream on the specification. We like the 25-year lifespan
and we always see it get positive reviews.” says Steve Massey, M.D. at Anglia Decor.
Safeguard Europe provides comprehensive technical support and advice from its highly
qualified and experienced staff on Stormdry applications. Visit
www.safeguardeurope.com/products/stormdry-system.

Why Midland Lead are Experts in Export
Architects, specifiers, building
contractors and charitable aid
organisations worldwide have
been turning to Midland Lead for
years now, drawing on their in-
depth knowledge of product and
export expertise. Midland Lead is
the only UK manufacturer that
provide machine-cast, rolled and
sandcast lead. The company has
been supplying the construction,
heritage and radiation protection
sectors for more than 30 years. In
that time, they have experienced
many changes, and challenges, in
export and customs, from shipping and carriage restrictions to packaging and labelling.
With an expected 25% increase in export sales this year, Midland Lead supply products
and support in Australia, United States, Europe, Middle East, Far East and Africa. Part
of their ongoing success lies in the fact that they have a dedicated export team that
specialise in sustaining a growing international client base. Dave Wooley, Midland
Lead’s business development manager for export, is proud of the team’s positive global
reputation: “Exporting overseas can present a number of challenges, but with our
extensive knowledge of working with customers in many different countries, our
customers rely on us to advise and manage the fine detail of logistics and customs
procedures.” For more information visit www.midlandlead.co.uk.

Marley Launches Safe in the Sun 2019
As the UK gets set for summer, roof
systems manufacturer, Marley, is urging
all outdoor construction workers to look
after both their skin and eyes to reduce
the damage caused by increased sun
exposure. Latest figures from IOSH
identified 1,700 people in the UK are
diagnosed with skin cancers each year
as a direct result of occupational
exposure to UV radiation. Meaning,
outdoor workers, including roofers, are at
a greater risk of skin damage from UV
rays, including premature ageing and
skin cancer. However, while for many
outdoor workers the dangers of increased
sun exposure to the skin is well known,
it’s not the only organ which is at risk,
with eyes also susceptible to damage by
UV rays. Emily Jane Dix, who is leading
the Marley ‘s annual Safe in the Sun
campaign, said: “This is why this year’s Safe in the Sun campaign will not only
continue to build on previous years, but will also include an increased focus on how to
safely protect the eyes too.” Get a free bottle of sun cream, while stocks last, by
sending your name and email address to info@marley.co.uk. For more advice about
staying safe in the sun, visit www.marley.co.uk.
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Accelerate, Accentuate, Renovate: Forticrete’s Innovative
SL8 Range
Forticrete, an Ibstock brand, is
meeting the increasing demands of
the roofing market with its
innovative large format, thin
leading edge roof tile, SL8.
Combining the visual aesthetic that
replicates real slate with technical
features of an interlocking tile, SL8
provides both superior coverage
and a better-looking roof. The tile,
which is 420mm by 390mm with
a hanging length of 396mm, offers
excellent coverage requiring just
eight tiles per m², which is a 20% reduction on the industry standard of 10 per m².
SL8 has been granted patents to cover the camber of the tile, interlocking design and
dry verge design meaning there is no other tile like it in the marketplace. Lewis
Turnbull, Technical Manager for Forticrete, commented: “We’ve created SL8 as we saw
a need in the market for a thinner edge tile that is up to 50% thinner than large format
varieties allowing roofing contractors to achieve a unique minimum pitch of 17.5
degrees.” The easy-to-lay design of the tile includes two nail holes, which provides
roofing contractors with better fixing flexibility. There is also a full range of maintenance
free, mechanically fixed accessories available and technical support, including full fixing
specifications. Visit www.forticrete.co.uk or tel. 01525 244900. 

BMI Helps Shield School Children from Sea Storms
Students at George
Hastwell School, an
academy in Barrow-in-
Furness for children with
severe or profound
learning difficulties, are
now sheltered by a robust
roof that is built to a
specification from BMI
UK & Ireland – the largest
manufacturer and
distributor of flat and
pitched roofing and
waterproofing solutions in
the UK and Europe – that is guaranteed to withstand the harsh coastal climate for 20
years. Built in the 1960s, the roof was in a very poor state and a cause for concern
because it could fail and injure the pupils, who range from two to 19-year-olds.
“Scheduling the works and co-ordinating with the school was particularly important,”
says Contract Manager, Paul Worthington, “because of the pupils’ needs it meant that
noise and disruption had to be managed to a minimum.” Thanks to the specification
service and technical support provided by BMI UK & Ireland, the George Hastwell
School in Barrow-in-Furness now has a roof covered by a 20-year BMI guarantee –
ensuring the roof will perform in extreme coastal conditions for decades; and keeping
its pupils safe, warm and dry. For more details of BMI UK & Ireland’s flat and pitched
roofing solutions, visit www.bmigroup.com/uk.

Green Roof for The Old Vinyl Factory 
Blackdown Greenroofs provides
exclusive roof gardens for the
residents of The Old Vinyl
Factory, West London. A place
that seeks to find the perfect
balance between work and play,
The Old Vinyl Factory is home to
a large, young community and
provides them with commercial
and leisure facilities,
restaurants, shops, cafes and
bars. But this isn’t all. Far above
the ground, a series of roof
gardens and patios have also been sensitively developed by Blackdown Greenroofs,
catering to the large number of young families and working parents in the community.
Having a recreational green area is a huge and often rare benefit to city dwellers, who
may not have access to nearby public parks or natural areas. To achieve this,
Blackdown Greenroofs - the specialist in supply, installation and maintenance of green
roof systems, balcony finishes and podium landscaping solutions - installed an
intensive green roof with integrated bespoke intensive planters containing a variety of
wildflowers, sedums and shrubs, alongside some paved areas, benches and hardwood
decking. Designer, Rob Beswick at B D Landscape Architects, said: “The podium
landscape and roof terraces are well installed and it’s great to see a project where the
quality of the soft landscape hasn’t been compromised.” Visit www.blackdown.co.uk.

New Brand Identity to Drive Customer Value
Ibstock plc, the UK’s leading
manufacturer of clay bricks
and concrete building
products, announces the
launch of a new brand identity
which will ensure the breadth
of the company’s extensive
product and service offering is
more clearly recognised. The
new logo and corporate
strapline – ‘At the heart of
building’ - has been
introduced following extensive
research with customers and Ibstock employees. The research determined the need to
update and refresh the brand to give Ibstock a more coherent and cohesive voice in the
building products marketplace and to better align the brand with the full and varied
scope of the business. The new logo features a hexagonal device at its centre, a shape
chosen to symbolise strength, flexibility and efficiency.  Surrounding the hexagon is a
framework that represents Ibstock’s core values of innovation, people, community and
sustainability.  Joe Hudson, CEO of Ibstock plc, said: “We need an identity that is fit
for the future and reflects our innovation and energy, but also presents a consistent and
co-ordinated Ibstock brand across our complete range of products.” Over the next few
months, there will be a gradual transformation taking place across Ibstock as the new
branding and corporate strapline are phased in.  Visit www.ibstockplc.co.uk. 

Training Facilities Claim Academy Status
BMI UK & Ireland has
relaunched its National
Training Centre as the
BMI Academy. The
UK’s first ever
dedicated roof training
centre, the BMI
Academy – now a
multi-site operation,
with its hub in South
Cerney, Gloucestershire
– offers best-in-class
training and comprises possibly the most comprehensive learning resource in the
country. Not content with just being the UK’s first dedicated roof training centre, the
BMI Academy looks forward to many more firsts as it aligns with the other training
academies across BMI Group’s global operations. Supporting stakeholders across the
construction industry, the BMI Academy delivers training to architects, contractors,
housebuilders, merchants and public authorities for both pitched and flat roofing. The
aim is to provide a high level of collaboration with specification and site professionals
– improving standards, understanding, and the use of new technologies and
techniques. Mat Woodyatt, BMI Technical Training Manager, said: “By developing and
maintaining a skills base, we can help to ensure that roofing flourishes as a sector –
and also achieve the high-quality design, installation and workmanship which the
sector strives to deliver.” For more information on the BMI Academy’s range of
courses visit www.bmigroup.com/uk or tel. 01285 863545.

 



 

Look up to Help Achieve BREEAM
A quantifiable
means of achieving
BREEAM(*) points
is being pioneered
by Hambleside
Danelaw, via its
Zenon GRP
r o o f l i g h t s .
Manufactured in
the UK, Zenon GRP in-plane rooflights are the first of their kind to attain an
independently assessed Environmental Product Declaration (EPD). The accreditation
enables a contribution of 1.5 points towards a building’s BREEAM rating. Zenon’s EPD
applies to a range of site-assembled and composite panel rooflight configurations.
“Rooflights have always been acknowledged as contributing towards BREEAM, but it
has always been an intangible element,” explains Paul Hanratty, Hambleside Danelaw
National Sales Manager Rooflights. “The EPD makes that contribution tangible,
quantifiable; it gives reliable evidence.” The EPD points come under BREEAM’s
Materials (Mat 02) category when used as part of a metal roof. Rooflights can
contribute towards credits in two Materials subcategories (Mat 01 and Mat 03), plus
under the Energy (Ene 01) and Health & Wellbeing (Hea 01) categories- the three
highest rated sections of BREEAM. Paul Hanratty adds: “This will change the
perception and emphasise the importance of thinking of rooflights as more than just a
‘hole in the roof’ when specifying the roof components- whether in new build, fit out
or refurbishment.” Tel. 01327 701900, email sales@hambleside-danelaw.co.uk or
visit www.hambleside-danelaw.co.uk. 
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